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Let N* be the nonisolated points of the Stone-Tech compactification of the countable discrete 
space N. We show that, in the absence of CH, there can be a first countable compact space which 
is not an N* image. This answers a question of van Douwen and Przymusinski. Our example is 
even hereditarily metacompact. 
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first countable compact N* image orderable 
1. uction 
I We denote the first three infinite cardinals by o, ol, and w2 and c represents he 
cardinality of the continuum. We use the adjective “small” to mean of cardinality 
at most the continuum. By a space we always mean a Hausdoti space. The subspace 
of all nonisolated points of the Stone--tech compactification ofthe countable discrete 
space N is denoted by N*. An N* image is a HausdorfT continuous image of N*. 
An N* image is necessarily of small weight. Paravicenko [7] has shown that all 
compact spaces of weight at most o1 are N* images. Thus, under CH, A!* images 
are precisely compact spaces of small weight. 
Whether every first countable compact space is a continuous image of N* was a 
question asked by van Douwen and Przymusinski in [3] and repeated in Przymusinski 
[8] and van Mill [6]. In [2], we showed that it was consistent with ZFC that there 
was a ccc Corson compact of small weight which was not an N* image, that there 
was a strong Eberlein compact of small cardinality that was the union of 3 discrete 
subspaces which was not an N* image, and that there was a first countable and 
locally compact space of small cardinality such that no compactific;ltion of it was 
an N* image. At that time, we could not find a first countable compactification of
the last mentioned space. In this paper, we use a theorem of Ul’janov to find one 
and so establish that our question is independent of ZFC. 
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2. 
For a set S let [S]* denote the set of all 2-element subsets of S and let .9(S) 
denote the set of all subsets of S. Let I denote the closed unit interval with the 
Euclidean topology. Put 2 = (I x I) u [I]*. For each r e I, put Dr = ((r} x I) u 
{{I; s}: s f r}. Define a countable open nbhd base at each point of 2 as follows: 
Each doubleton {r, s} is an isolated point of 2. If (r, s) E 2 and n > 0, then put 
B,(r,s)={(r, t): Is-tl<l/n)v((r, t}: t#r, Is- tl< I/n, and t # 8). Then 
( Bn( r, s): n > 0) is an open nbhd base at the point (r, s). Each D,, where r E I, is a 
compact, open subset of 2 which is homeomorphic to the Alexandroff Double of 
1 less one isolated point-the twin of r. 2 is a first countable and locally compact 
HausdorfI space. 
In [2], the author showed that there was a model M of ZFC in which the following 
statement held: o 2 s c and there exists an E c [wJ2 such that there does not exist 
a function f: u2 + P(o) satisfying that for all (r c Is, {cu, p} E E iff f( cy) nf(p) is 
infinite. Via an arbitrary injection of o2 into I, we may assume that E G [Z]*. In M, 
the subspace of -7, X = (I x I) w E has the property that no compactification of X 
is an N* image. The reason was: in any compactification 7X of X, the family 
(D, A X: r E I} consists of clopen subsets of yX and satisfies that for all r # t, 
(r, t} E E iff (D, n X) n (D, n X) Z 0. Wence the above statement implies that yX is 
not an N* image. 
Since X is a subspace of 2.. to get a first countable compactification of X it 
suffices to get one for 2. This we do in ZFC using the following result of Ul’janov 
PI: 
(Ul’janov). Let Z be a first countable, locally compact space, let K be a 
first countable, compact space and let f be a continuous mapping from 2 to K such 
that for all p E K, f-‘(p) is a Lindeliif space. Then 2 has a first countable com- 
pactijkation. 
f. Put A equal to the disjoint union of Z and K. Put % = (U: U is an open 
subset of 2) u ( W u (f -‘[ W] - C): W is open in K and C is a compact subset of 
Z)- % is used as an open base for the topology of A. A is a first c- untable, compact 
space containing 2, so cl&T is our required first countable compactification of2. 0 
Let N(Z) be the hyperspace of all nonempty closed subspaces of I with the 
Vietoris topology. H(1) is a compact metric space with closed subbase 
U{{(F), [F]}: FE (I)) where (F)={Gc (I): GsF} and [F]={G(zW(l): 
C n F # 0). Put PC = {D E H(I): 1 DI d 2) with the subspace topology. As a space, K 
is homeomorphic to I x Z. Define f: Z + K by f((x, y)) = {x, y) and f({x, y}) = (x, y). 
Since f is at most 3 to 1, f is a LindelSf mapping. That f is continuous follows because 
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and 
f-‘[[F]~K]=(ZXF)U(FXZ)U(DE[Z]*: DnFfQ)), 
both of which are ciosed subsets of 2 for F closed in I. Hence, by Ul’janov’s 
theorem 2 has a first countable compactification 72 with ~2 -2 homeomorphic 
to K. It is easy to check that ~2 is hereditarily metacompact. In view of Przy- 
musinski’s theorem [8] that all compact hereditarily LindelSf spaces are N* images 
it is natural to ask: 
estio .2. .-.re all hereditarily paracompact ompact spaces of small weight N* 
images? 
aces 
By a COR we mean a compact ordered space. A COR is hereditarily paracompact 
iff it is first countable. Kunen [4] gave the first consistent example of a compact 
space of small weight which was not an N* image. His example was a COR, the 
ordinal space 02+ 1. Let cy* denote the reverse order on the ordinal a. Let 9 denote 
the clopen algebra of N*. A (K, K*) gap in 9 is a pair of subsets {A,: a C K} and 
(B,: ar c K} of Sp such that 
(1) for every a! ( ‘Y, A, ‘is properly contained in A,,, 
(2) for every a! < i, B, properly contains BY, 
(3) for every a! and ‘y, A, c By, 
(4) there does not exist a C E 9’ such that for all (Y, A, c C and C c B,. 
Baumgartner [l] has shown that if K is the least cardinal such that 2” > c and 
K > o1 and there are no (K, K*) gaps in 9, then 2” with the lexicographic order 
topology is not an N* image. We supplement this with 
3.1. 2”1 with the lexicographic order topology is an N* image. 
roof. Let L represent 2”1 with the lexicographic order topology and let - denote 
the lexicographic order. 
For each a < w1 put T, ={f~L:f(cu)=O and for each y>a,f(r)=l) and put 
T = U( Ta: a < q}. Note that each f~ T is the left neighbour of a jump. For each 
f e L put L/ = {g E L: g - f or g = f }. Then, G = (L+: f c T} is a generating set for 
the clopen algebra of L, hence it suffices to embed G into 9, this in turn only 
requires that we construct # : T-, 9’ such that f - g implies e(f) is properly 
contained in e(g). We can construct # by induction on (Y c oy because of the 
following simple facts: 
(1) for each cy, ITol~ c, 
(2) for each Q, U{ Ty: ye g} has no o1 nor o$ - se 
(3) 9 has no (0, o*) gaps, no w sequences with supremum N* and no w* 
sequences with infimum 0. 
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These allow us to extend any order-preserving q& : U{ TY: y c cu} + 9 to a +a+1 
one f E T, at a time. Cl 
Every first countable COR is m IV* image. 
roof. It follows from work of Maurice [S] that every first countabIe COR is a 
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